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The laboratory notebook is a very important tool in the development of science. However it is still a piece 

of paper and doesn’t take advantage of the many technology developments available today. This situation 

makes it tedious for the researcher to take the info out of the notebook, to share it with other colleagues 

and to integrate it with the ever increasing digital information. This document introduces the laboratory 

notebook, and presents some of the existing research projects that try to enhance or even change 

completely the notebook’s nature.  

The contents of this document are organized as follows: first, the document introduces the notions of 

laboratory notebook and electronic laboratory notebook. Second, some of the research projects are 

introduced by classifying them according to their physical/digital characteristics and their degree of 

specialization. Third, each project is presented in detail. Finally, an appendix section is added with some 

context information. 

Definitions 

• Laboratory Book: The following paragraph reproduces Lysakowski’s notion of laboratory 

notebook[1]: 

 

Laboratory record books, commonly called "notebooks" are the most familiar manual system used 

in the laboratory. Paper systems and manual procedures for recordkeeping have been used for 

hundreds of years… From an end user perspective, the laboratory notebook is "a place to do 

science." It is the place where scientists record primary lab data and experimental observations; it is 

also used to record references to external data and literature sources. It is also where 

interpretations, data syntheses, and final experimental conclusions are entered. Distilled data and 

conclusions are often turned into reports for other researchers or management to use. From a legal 

and corporate perspective, laboratory record books are the primary source repository for R&D 

intellectual property. They are used to substantiate claims within patent applications and, in the 

event of patent interferences, to defend exclusive patent licenses granted by patent offices around 

the world. They are also a key part of records management programs in R&D organizations. Paper 

notebooks have the important advantages of convenience, ease of use, portability, and merit with 

legal and regulatory authorities… 
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2- Red: These elements are 100% digital, highly specific supplements for the traditional technologies. 

These technologies replace the paper books and scrap paper by providing a touch screen. They also 

try to provide all the digital services normally used from the office software. The technologies are 

highly specific because the software they use is carefully designed to leverage the typical situations 

of biology laboratory research. 

3- Light Blue: These elements are hybrid solutions that build on top of the traditional paper and digital 

technologies, and enrich them in the digital world. They normally provide a digital version of a 

physically created laboratory book and allow the scientist to add new material, to link internet 

content, to relate different pages of the book, etc.  

4- Blue: These last elements are not properly technologies trying to replace or enhance the laboratory 

book, but are enabling technologies for building paper interfaces or outstanding paper based 

systems. They are shown here in order to appreciate both their potential and their degree of 

digital/physical interaction. 

Project Descriptions 

Project Name: Traditional Book 

 
Color Code: Green, traditional non-specific. 

Details: The traditional laboratory notebook has a long tradition in science, starting from early 

inventors like Leonardo da Vinci. With the advent of patents it evolved from a merely 

convenient tool to a necessary record of scientific work. The laboratory notebook is 

normally a paper notebook with one or many of the following characteristics: numbered 

pages, witness signature by page, institutional framing, project specification, and date 

and time.  

Input The nature of the paper laboratory notebook allows for diverse input mechanisms like 

handwriting, pasting of images and other elements, and drawing. 

Output The physical nature of the laboratory notebook makes it difficult to process any output. 

Therefore the options are limited to scanning what’s kept in it and rewriting to another 

media. 

Pros [2] - Turn on instantly. 

- Have infinite battery life. 

- Provide a fluid flexible input surface for quickly jotting down ideas. 



- Paper notebooks simply do not crash. 

- Presents graceful degradation. 

Cons [1] - Information in paper is very seldom carefully indexed, and such a process is extremely 

time-consuming. 

- Information cannot be easily searched, shared or distributed. 

- The input mechanisms are slow, i.e., handwriting, pasting, and drawing. 

- Paper laboratory notebooks are limited in capacity and completely inconvenient for 

recording long data outputs from different software programs. 

- There is a high degree of repetition especially experiment protocols. 

Contact: NA 

 

Project Name: Scrap Paper 

 
Color Code: Green, traditional non-specific. 

Details: Scrap paper is just random pieces of paper used to write down temporary ideas, 

intermediate results, or to demonstrate arguments during conversations. Scrap paper is 

almost never kept, indexed or revisited. Finally, it’s life time is usually as long as the 

execution of an experiment. 

Contact: NA 

 

Project Name: Word/Excel/PPT 



 
Color Code: Green, traditional non-specific. 

Details: There are general purpose tools like word processor, spreadsheets and slideshows. They 

are conveniently used by many researchers as they can easily create one such a 

document per project and follow a set defined convention for experiments and analysis. 

They also allow for storing digital data (like output from measuring devices or software, 

images, simulations, etc.) in an easy way. 

Input: The input is generally typed text or digital files of any kind (e.g. images, videos, data 

output, measuring from devices, etc.). Any handwritten text can be typed in later or, as in 

the case of physical pictures, scanned and attached to the file. 

Output: The data stored in these programs can be later exported (output) and printed or 

processed by other programs. The spreadsheets have the capacity to both store and 

perform calculations over the stored data, generating in turn some kind of output. 

Pros: - Low entry barrier. 

- High flexibility in term of content and format. 

- Searchable contents. 

- Shareable. 

- Almost infinite storing capacity. 

- Easy integration with other software programs. 

Cons: - Requires a computer device (laptop, tablet, PDA) for entering the information. 

- Long loading times. 

- Not very convenient for mobile environments. 

- There is not a unified way to store the records. 

- There is not content indexing. 

Contact: Microsoft Office, Open Office 

 

Project Name: LabScape [3] 



 
Color Code: Red, 100% digital. 

Details: The LabScape project provides a smart environment for researchers in the cell biology 

lab. It proposes the usage of pervasive hardware (tablet PCs in different places of the 

lab), a software solution for moving data and state around the different instances (after 

authentication with RFID tags), and formal representations of the work. The 

representations allow other researchers to understand the work, and software programs 

to process them. 

Input: The deployed system allowed to design the workflow using a GUI, and later to follow the 

execution of the experiment by using the touch screen, keyboards and sensors. The user 

interacts with the touch screen to mark the completion in the execution of a step, the 

keyboards to enter the results of every step, and the sensors allow the system to capture 

measurements from special laboratory equipment. The system also allows the linking of 

other free-form user input to each step, e.g., free-hand drawings, text, audio clips, videos 

and images. The system allows creating links to other digital media by using both remote 

and local URLs. 

Output: According to the authors “the documentation and execution [of the experiment] are 

indistinguishable tasks”, meaning that the main output of the system is the same 

flowchart used to describe and follow the experiment.  

Pros: - Allows a detailed definition of the experiment that can be followed, persisted, shared, 

and processed. 

- It’s integrated in the environment by means of multiple devices, avoiding the need of 

carrying an object around. 

- Allows attaching different kinds of elements to the experiment. 

- The correct execution of the experiment is assured by checking the executed steps. 

- Lab instruments can be integrated with the system, like electronic pipetman or any kind 

of measuring system. 

Cons: - Requires running the tablets for accessing the experiment information. 

- The system is focused in the experiment, and lacks support for the project wide analysis. 

Therefore the paper notebook is still used at the project level. 

- The data is difficult to share with other researchers outside the organization as they 

don’t have the LabScape system. 

- If the system crashes the research at the lab cannot continue (lacks graceful 

degradation). 

Contact: http://labscape.cs.washington.edu/ 



Researchers: Larry Arnstein, Sunny Consolvo, Robert Franza, Chia-Yang Hung and Gaetano Borriello. 

 

Project Name: SmartTea 

 
Color Code: Red, 100% digital. 

Details: The SmartTea project provides a digital replacement for the laboratory notebook. In a 

similar fashion than the LabScape project, SmartTea focuses on the experiment creation, 

storage and execution. These processes are supported on a self defined ontology for the 

experiments “that encompasses their major phases: planning the ingredients, planning 

the procedural steps, and recording the experiment” [6]. Particular to this project is the 

publishing capabilities of the implemented solution and the scientist working with a 

personal tablet PC.  

Input: The system allows creating the representation of an experiment using the ontology from 

a web interface. This step is likely to be performed from a normal desktop/laptop 

computer due to the characteristics of the web interface: small fonts and spaces, lack of 

on-screen keyboard, etc. Later on, the scientist uses the tablet computer for executing 

the experiment. In this situation the input consists of checking out executed steps, 

drawing details, and specifying results of some of the measuring devices. For these 

actions the tablet application provides touch checklists, drawing canvases, and on-screen 

keyboards. 

Output: I can identify two possible outputs from the SmartTea system. First, the design reports 

the requirement to support a Publish@Source mechanism, meaning that the captured 

data would be immediately available to the research community (something inline to the 

Open Science movement). However, the published papers don’t mention how this 

objective was achieved. Due to the usage of a web interface for managing the experiment 

before execution, I assume the publishing also uses web technology. Second, and just as 

in the LabScape project, the ontology of the experiment is an output, because it can be 

input to other programs (like the publisher). 

Pros: - The system provides immediate reports of the scientific activity to outsiders. 

- The project has developed a new ontology for representing experiments, competing 

with that developed by the LabScape project. 

- The project enables the input of hand-free drawing (and writing) and the attachment of 

different types of media as output to the execution of a step. 

- The correct execution of the experiment is assured by checking the executed steps. 



Cons: - The experiment representation is created and edited from a web interface different 

than the local application used for executing the experiment. This reduces flexibility as 

the experiment cannot be modified on-the-fly. 

- The tablet PC is to be carried about the lab by the scientists, inducing problems with 

weight, charge, and space. 

- The software is experiment focused and lacks project wide analysis (unless this is 

covered from the web interface and was not mentioned in the papers). 

Contact: http://www.smarttea.org/ 

Researchers:  Gareth Hughes, Hugo Mills, Terry Payne, m.c. schraefel and Graham Smith. 

 

Project Name: ButterflyNet 

 
Color Code: Light Blue: Hybrid solutions. 

Details: The ButterflyNet project provides mobile-capture and access to the field biologist. The 

mobile capture feature within the context of field biology implies designing a system that 

can work for long periods without recharge, robust enough for the outdoor conditions and 

with graceful degradation in case of accidents. The accessing of the captured data should 

be provided both on site and later on for analysis. The ButterflyNet system complies to 

these requirements by providing a paper-and-digital-pen solution that allows writing 

information in the field and linking it with a set of rich information like pictures, tags, GPS 

location, etc. After returning from the field, the scientist uploads the data in his digital 

pen, camera, RFID tags and GPS recorder to a computer, and the ButteflyNet application 

associates all the material in a digital notebook. 

Input: The input to the system presents different forms [7]: Field biologists capture handwritten 

notes, digital photos, audio, video, sensor readings, GPS data, and physical specimens. The 

handwritten notes are captured as strokes in the digital pen, a camera captures videos 

and pictures, a voice recorder captures audio, an RFID reader captures the tag ids for the 

specimens, different sensors capture ambient information and a GPS receiver captures 

time-stamped coordinates. Later on, when working with the digital notebook on the 

desktop computer, modifications and transformations on the data are also input to the 

system. 

Output: The output from the system is a digital version of the book. For each page in the digital 

book other materials are shown like pictures taken, the path walked by the scientists, 

voice recordings, and videos. The pages and the other materials are linked using the 

timestamps in both (the digital pen strokes carry a timestamp). 

Pros: - Using a paper notebook as the input mechanism allows flexibility, readiness and 

immediate feedback of the captured data.  

- The system presents great flexibility in the way other materials can be related to pages in 

the notebook (time based association, hotspot association, and manual association). 

- The system succeeds in reducing the time spent by the biologist while in the field 

capturing data and annotating it. 

- The system provides graceful degradation because as the different elements start to fail, 

it’s possible to keep annotating with a normal pen and camera and later relate all the 

information in the desktop application. 



Cons: - The field biologist needs to go around with extra devices like the smart camera and the 

digital pen, which in turn need to be charged and thereof limit the field trip experience. 

- The system doesn’t address the problem of interpreting the handwritten text in order to 

make it searchable and machine computable.  

- For the field biologist is worrisome having to use a digital pen because they fear losing it. 

Contact: http://hci.stanford.edu/bio/butterflynet/ 

Researchers: Ron B. Yeh, Scott R. Klemmer, and Andreas Paepcke. 

 

Project Name: A-Book 

 
Color Code: Light Blue: Hybrid solutions. 

Details: The A-Book (Augmented laboratory noteBOOK) project explores augmented reality to 

establish a bridge between the physical and the digital. The project has the paper 

notebook as the main input mechanism, and adds elements of the digital world using a 

PDA. The PDA acts as a lens to digital material linked to specific areas of the physical 

notebook. From the paper [8]: The software is designed to handle persistent data, 

manage links and facilitate retrieval of a variety of archived information, including paper 

and electronic documents as well as other physical objects, such as live animals, research 

specimens and data images.  

Input: The main input for the system is the handwriting. However, some of the handwritten 

elements turn into URLs after the system recognizes them as such. There are also a set of 

functionalities that run from the PDA, namely, visiting the index, setting up links, 

reviewing recognized text and searching on recognized text. 

Output: There is both an immediate output and a more comprehensive long-term one. The 

immediate output is based on the PDA which allows you to see the virtual layers on any 

page of the notebook. You can also visit other pages, consult the indexes, etc. The long-

term output is the online version of the notebook, where there pen strokes and the 

digital content are merged into a single digital web presented notebook. 

Pros: - Tries handwriting recognition when using the gesture of underlining a text. 

- Indexes recognized text. 

- It’s possible to create external and internal links. 

- It integrates with specialized biological software on the web. 

- Supports the usage of post-it notes. 



- Provides an web version of the notebook. 

Cons: - The notebook is attached to a graphics tablet. 

- The page has to be recognized before starting to write on it. 

- It’s difficult to cover some areas of the notebook with the PDA+4D mouse device. 

Contact: http://insitu.lri.fr/highlights/ [bottom] 

Researchers: Wendy Mackay, Catherine Letondal, Guillaume Pothier, Kaare Bøegh and Hans Erik 

Sørensen. 

 

Project Name: PRISM 

 
Color Code: Light Blue: Hybrid solutions. 

Details: The following paragraph is taken from [9]: Prism, a hybrid paper-electronic notebook for 

to help biologists manage their daily research. Prism integrates cross-linked streams of 

activity: an Anoto-based paper notebook, an electronic notebook, and digital documents 

(Fig. 4). Like most lab notebooks, Prism is organized chronologically. Users can also freely 

tag any entry from any activity stream and associate it with any other document or 

project entity, which they can filter later. Users can also search among the digital entries 

and share their activity streams with other scientists. The researchers designed PRIMS as 

an online collaborative tool, using web technologies like PHP and JavaScript. 

Input: PRISM is designed to integrate streams of information. The first stream is the paper 

notebook for which PRISM captures digital pen strokes for handwriting and drawings. The 

second stream is the electronic notebook (available from the web application) which 

deals with typed or copied text and images. The third stream is the desktop activity which 

includes emails, websites and local documents. The forth stream is the web activity which 

relates to RSS feeds. And finally, the fifth stream is the notebooks entries from other 

users. 

Output: The main output from PRISM is the public online version of the notebook with the 

captured physical info (pen strokes) and the digital data. However, PRISM introduces the 

usage of Atom feeds as a way to export the generated content. 

Pros: - Pays special focus to the digital content and the amount of internet based activities of a 

researcher. 

- Maintains both the paper and digital laboratory book giving the option on which one to 

use to the researcher.  

- Excluding the integration of the digital pen, the rest of the system is web based which 



make it multiplatform. 

Cons: - The support for the digital pen has to be extended to other platforms. 

- Integration with other mail clients and web browsers. 

Contact: http://www.lri.fr/~tabard/prism.html 

Researchers: Aurelien Tabard, Evelyn Eastmond and Wendy Mackay. 

 

Project Name: PADD 

 
Color Code: Blue: Enabling technologies. 

Details: PADDs are digital documents stored in a database. They are edited using a computer 

program and are easy to duplicate, share and archive. The system allows printing the 

document on special paper (Anoto-dotted paper) for usage with digital pens. The user 

can then use the document with all the affordances of paper, and use the digital pen to 

mark the document. Finally, the pen strokes are uploaded to a server application (the 

StrokesCollector) and processed into the digital document. 

Input: The inputs to the system are both the digital text typed into the text editor, and the 

strokes and gestures marked in the printed document with the digital pen. 

Output: The system outputs both the digital and physical version of the digital document.  

Pros: - The database always has the official version of the document. 

- The system versions the documents after they are edited or printed out. 

- The StrokesCollector uses a human mediated merging procedure, so texts and 

annotations can be double checked by the user. 

- The documents can be created in any editor like Microsoft Office or AutoCAD. 

Cons: - The whole cycle starts with a digital document, not being possible to start with an 

empty piece of paper.  

- The system doesn’t perform handwriting recognition, leaving this task completely to the 

user. 

Contact: http://www.cs.umd.edu/~francois/ 

Researchers: François Guimbretière 

 

Project Name: PaperPDA 



 
Color Code: Blue: Enabling technologies. 

Details: The PaperPDA is a printed version of an electronic PDA. The system keeps a snapshot of 

the state of the digital PDA at printing and allows the user to write on. At the same time 

the digital contents can be modified electronically. Every certain time the pages are 

scanned and uploaded to the computer and the two versions of the PDA are merged into 

the digital one. Then, the system prints out a new version of the PaperPDA. 

Input: The user enters new appointments, todo-lists and contact information among others. The 

user can use both a pen and the electronic software to enter information into the PDA. 

Output: The software program prints out a new version of the modified pages under request from 

the user.  

Pros: - Users have their PDA information digitalized as soon as they synchronize the PDA. 

Cons: - The user has to scan the pages for the synchronization to happen, making it a very time 

consuming process. 

- The user has to correct the handwriting recognition of the scanned pages. 

- The system prints out a new version of the modified pages after synchronizing. 

Contact: http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?doid=320719.322600 

Researchers: Jeremy M. Heiner, Scott E. Hudson and Kenichiro Tanaka  

 

Project Name: PaperToolkit 

 
Color Code: Blue: Enabling technologies. 

Details: The following fragment is part of [10]: PaperToolkit addresses the problem of creating, 

debugging, and deploying paper + digital applications… PaperToolkit helps programmers 

accomplish this by providing methods to create paper forms, abstractions to handle multi-

device events, and techniques to develop and debug faster. 



Input:  

Output:  

Pros: - Leverages the development of paper based applications. 

Cons:  

Contact: http://hci.stanford.edu/paper/ 

Researchers: Ron B. Yeh, Scott R. Klemmer, and Andreas Paepcke. 

 

Appendix 

1- Commercial Systems 

The literature presents few examples of commercial systems, and in our research we have found that many 

have been phased out. However, we will present some of the most important producst: 

• The following excerpt presents the SCRIP-SAFE system briefly [4]: Commercial systems like SCRIP-

SAFE [5] are largely deployed to strengthen intellectual property (IP) claims. Custom lab book pages 

are created for each lab and include user identification. The scientist creates annotations on the 

pages similar to regular lab book entries. The pages are then scanned. Searches can then be run to 

retrieve the experiments, but the scientists’ annotations themselves are not converted into 

searchable form. 

• E-Notebook from ChemOffice [11]: E-Notebook is a software product form a company called 

CambridgeSoft.  The program tries to replace the laboratory book by providing a digital tool for 

storing the information. It also integrates with other products from the same company and with MS 

Office tools like Microsoft Word and Excel. The following is the description of the E-Notebook as 

taken from the company page: Used for collaboration and knowledge sharing, regulatory 

compliance, intellectual property protection, LIMS, document management, project management, 

and workflow support, E-Notebook is the leader in a new class of applications. Configurable, 

multipurpose, and enterprise scalable, it provides a solution to a large set of requirements across 

R&D and manufacturing. E-Notebook's foundation layer of features includes support for 21 CFR Part 

11, 37 CFR and GxP compliance, on top of which a widely configurable design interface provides 

support for specific scientific and regulatory workflows. Because this diverse portfolio of 

requirements is met in a single application platform, E-Notebook both lowers the total investment 

required to meet these needs, and provides a substantial increase in productivity due to a far more 

integrated environment for scientists and technical staff. 

2- Other Related Systems 

The following lists enumerates some projects that I have had noticed of, but have not been studied in 

detail. I took the description from each project’s web page. In the future, I will perform a deeper research 

of each project. 

• iPad ELN: This program is a text editor with advanced functionalities focused in helping the writing 

a laboratory notebook. It has special focus in indexing and organizing the information providing a 

mechanism for tagging the entrances. It works as an stand-alone application and stores it’s data in 



XML format. The most important features of the iPad ELN are internal links, report generation and 

exports to PDF and HTML. 

• Digital Desk [13]: The DigitalDesk is a real physical desk on which you can stack your papers, lay out 

your favorite pencils and markers, and leave your coffee cup, but it is enhance to provide some 

characteristics of a workstation. A computer display is projected onto the desk, and video cameras 

pointed down to the desk feed an image processing system that can sense what the user is doing. 

No desktop metaphor is needed because it is literally a desktop. The main three characteristic of 

the system are: projecting electronic images down onto the desk and onto paper documents, 

responding to interaction with pens or bare fingers, and reading paper documents placed on the 

desk. 

• Video Mosaic [14]: (Abstract) Paper video storyboards are still in use by even very experienced video 

producers with access to the most advanced video editing software. An analysis of the 

characteristics of paper and on-line editing provide an overlapping but distinct set of benefits (and 

problems). Paper provides the user with the ability to lay out various temporal sequences over a 

large spatial area and the ability to quickly sketch, annotate and rearrange the relevant video clips. 

On-line editing provides users with the ability to generate and store a variety of video 

arrangements. Video Mosaic provides users with the ability to combine the best of both worlds: 

elements of a paper video storyboard are used as input to an on-line video editing system to take 

advantage of the best aspects of each. We developed a Unix and a Macintosh version of Video 

Mosaic. This paper describes the design of Video Mosaic, compares alternative approaches to 

creating this type of application, and suggests directions for future work. 

• NoTime: NA 

• Audio Notebook [15]: (Abstract) This paper addresses the problem that a listener experiences when 

attempting to capture information presented during a lecture, meeting, or interview. Listeners must 

divide their attention between the talker and their note taking activity. We propose a new device—

the Audio Notebook—for taking notes and interacting with a speech recording. The Audio Notebook 

is a combination of a digital audio recorder and paper notebook, all in one device. Audio recordings 

are structured using two techniques: user structuring based on note taking activity, and acoustic 

structuring based on a talker’s changes in pitch, pausing, and energy. A field study showed that the 

interaction techniques enabled a range of usage styles, from detailed review to high speed 

skimming. The study motivated the addition of phrase detection and topic suggestions to improve 

access to the audio recordings. Through these audio interaction techniques, the Audio Notebook 

defines a new approach for navigation in the audio domain.  

• Dynomite [16]: (Abstract) Dynomite is a portable electronic notebook for the capture and retrieval 

of handwritten and audio notes. The goal of Dynomite is to merge the organization, search, and 

data acquisition capabilities of a computer with the benefits of a paper-based notebook. Dynomite 

provides novel solutions in four key problem areas. First, Dynomite uses a casual, low cognitive 

overhead interface. Second, for content indexing of notes, Dynomite uses ink properties and 

keywords. Third, to assist organization, Dynomite's properties and keywords define views, 

presenting a subset of the notebook content that dynamically changes as users add new 

information. Finally, to augment handwritten notes with audio on devices with limited storage, 

Dynomite continuously records audio, but only permanently stores those parts highlighted by the 

user. 



3- Unpacking the Book 

The following text is extracted from [4] and included here as a valuable analysis of the laboratory book and 

its usage. 

DESIGN APPROACH: UNPACKING THE BOOK 

Making Tea is designed to be used in concert with field studies and other methods such as task 

analysis. Indeed, in order to achieve our goal of understanding both artifact and its lifecycle, we 

used all of these techniques. We describe our field study findings first, then the Making Tea method 

and its results. We then review the resulting prototypes.  

Pre and Post Lab Use of the Lab Book 

The lab book is used to record the experiment alone. Use of the lab book is framed by the 

preliminary experimental plan and post experiment analysis. In the planning/approval stage, 

chemists in the UK are legally required to fill out a COSHH form (Figure 2). In this form, the chemist 

states what chemicals will be used, the procedures that will be followed, and most particularly, 

what hazards, if any, are associated with the chemicals themselves or the processes being 

considered. The form is filed and signed by an approving body – usually a lab manager or 

supervisor. The form serves several purposes. Primarily, it acts as a device to have chemists make 

explicit to themselves any risks involved with what they are doing. The secondary role, however, is 

the requirement to articulate a (safe) plan for the experiment. The COSHH’s requirement to make a 

plan explicit was introduced in 1988 [22] apparently to much resistance. It is now taken as a fact of 

experimental life.  

 

Figure 2. COSHH Form, showing the hazards of making tea.  

After the experiment is complete, the chemist, outside the lab, will write up – usually at a computer 

– the analysis for the experiments performed. Part of the motivation for the digital lab book service 

is to make available in digital form the material collected in the lab experiment(s) related to a given 

published result. At present, the chemist must re-enter this data and chase up local references to 

previous related experiments to include in these documents.  



Context of Use 

There is one lab book per researcher. As a collection of both current and previous experiments, the 

lab book travels with the researcher on site, both within the lab itself, and to meetings of a project 

team or to meetings with a supervisor. Within the lab, the book will likely be moved several times in 

the process of carrying out an experiment. Indeed, something we observed in our site visits, and 

something most of the chemists commented on, is that there is no real room for the lab book while 

running an experiment: it must be squeezed into whatever space is available, and is, consequently, 

not always in the best location to support recording of results. For instance, most chemistry 

experiments take place within the confines of a fume cupboard (Figure 3). This area is equivalent to 

a stove in a kitchen, and as such is a hostile space for paper. The usual location for the lab book is 

what is referred to as “the bench.” The bench is a multipurpose area: it is used for preparation of 

materials that will be processed in the fume cupboard; it also holds anything not in the fume 

cupboard, from additional chemicals to be measured, to used glassware (Figure 4). The chemist will 

find a place to situate a lab book, and will move back and forth between the fume cupboard, the 

bench and various other areas of the lab, such as the scales, supply cupboards and analysis 

mechanisms. At each of these moves, some event takes place – the measuring of a chemical, testing 

the degree of completion of a process – usually requiring the chemist to record either a value or an 

observation into the lab book.  

 

Figure 3: A fume cupboard in a chemist's laboratory. Inset, the distance between the fume cupboard 

and the bench.  

In some labs, this may mean that because of the distance between the fume cupboard to the bench, 

the chemist is either making trips back and forth between event location and recording location, or 

is literally holding a lab book under one arm while performing a reaction. In the lab where we did 

our trials, the bench was opposite the fume cupboard (Figure 3, inset) so for the most part, the 

chemist would walk across to the bench, and need to face away from the reaction being described in 

order to face the area where the book is situated.  

Physical Affordances 



The chemistry lab is a hostile environment for most materials in it. When asking a chemist what the 

best material might be to put in front of an electronic screen for its protection, the reply was “a 

brick.” Part of the success of the lab book has been its resilience in these environments: a bound lab 

book can be stuck in a corner or balanced on a shelf without fear of breaking it. It is not, however, 

invulnerable to data corruption, as the inset of Figure 4 shows. One can, however, readily flip back 

through previous work; it is a usable size for both sketching and annotating sketches. Chemists 

sketch often: they will draw out the apparatus for a dangerous or uncommon experiment; they 

illustrate the molecules that result from a reaction; and they draw the results of purification tests.  

 

Figure 4. The bench area with a paper lab book open, (lower right and circled). The inset shows a lab 

book entry damaged by spill. 

4- Digital Pen Technology 

 

Figure 1: Anoto Digital Pen schema. 

• Digital Pen: As taken from the Anoto website [12]: A digital pen looks and feels like using its normal 

ballpoint counterparts. However, it contains an integrated digital camera, an advanced image 

microprocessor and a mobile communications device for wireless connection. When using a digital 



pen you capture, store and then securely send the handwriting. Here’s how digital pens convert and 

transfer ink to digital data: When writing digital snapshots of the pattern on the paper are 

automatically taken (in fact, more than 50 pictures per second). Every snapshot contains enough 

data to determine the exact position of the pen and what it writes or draws, including the time each 

pen stroke was made as well as which particular paper form was written on. All this data is then 

retained in the pen’s memory as a series of coordinates.  

 

Figure 2: Anoto dotted paper. 

• Dotted Paper: As taken from the Anoto website [12]: All types of ordinary paper can take 

advantage of Anoto technology. To make the paper digitally legible a patent-protected dot pattern 

from Anoto is added before printout. The pattern is almost invisible to the naked eye, and consists 

of numerous intelligent small black dots that can be read by a digital pen. The pattern indicates the 

exact positions of the digital pen. What’s more, the pattern on each paper has a unique identity so 

that each page can be kept separate from another. 
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